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Introduction
This project focused on creating surficial, bedrock and groundwater resource maps and
databases for the Town of Charlotte. Surficial and bedrock mapping were conducted to provide
complete geologic information at 1:24,000 for Charlotte, VT. The maps, plus derivative
groundwater resource maps, serve as a base to aid in town planning and groundwater
protection. Surficial geologic mapping was conducted by George Springston and Stephen
Wright during the summer of 2009. Bedrock geologic mapping was conducted during the
summers of 2008 and 2009 by Marjorie Gale, Jonathan Kim, and student assistants Hal Earle,
Arthur Clark, Taylor Smith and Kelsey Petersen. Digitization of the geology was completed
during the fall of 2009. The student interns assisted with the project and conducted water
quality analyses and structural analyses. These studies yield additional useful information for
the town. A group of town residents volunteered to locate water wells and linked the locations
to a detailed database. The data was used to aid in construction of bedrock, surficial, and
groundwater resource maps.
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The maps produced for this project are published as parts of the three Open File Reports
listed below. The following maps are included as paper copies and on CD as .pdf and .jpg
images. All maps are also posted on‐line at http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/geo/newmaps.htm:
1. Vermont Geological Survey Open File Report VG10‐1: Springston, G., Gale, M., Kim,
J., Wright, S., Earle, H., Clark, A., and Smith, T., 2010, Hydrogeology of the Town of
Charlotte, Vermont, 7 plates, scale 1:24,000.
a. Plate 1 of 7: Located Water Wells, Charlotte, Vermont
b. Plate 2 of 7: Potentiometric Surface and Inferred Flow Lines, Charlotte, Vermont
c. Plate 3 of 7: Bedrock Hydrogeologic Units, Charlotte, Vermont
d. Plate 4 of 7: Depth to Bedrock, Charlotte, Vermont
e. Plate 5 of 7: Surficial Aquifer Favorability and Recharge Potential, Charlotte,
Vermont
f. Plate 6 of 7: Recharge Potential to Bedrock Aquifer, Charlotte, Vermont
g. Plate 7 of 7: Groundwater Testing in the Town of Charlotte
2. Vermont Geological Survey Open File Report VG09‐5: Gale, M., Kim, J., Earle, H.,
Clark, A., Smith, T., and Petersen, K., 2009, Bedrock Geologic Map of Charlotte,
Vermont, 3 plates, scale 1:24,000.
a. Plate 1 of 3: Bedrock Geologic Map of Charlotte, Vermont (with cross‐sections)
b. Plate 2 of 3: Stratigraphic Column for the Town of Charlotte
c. Plate 3 of 3: Fracture Data by Domain for the Town of Charlotte
3. Vermont Geological Survey Open File Report VG09‐6: Springston, G. and Wright, S.,
2009, Surficial Geologic Map of Charlotte, Vermont, 1 plate, scale 1:24,000.
a. Plate 1 of 1: Surficial Geologic Map of Charlotte, Vermont (with cross‐section)
A detailed report on the surficial geology of the portion of the town that is north of the
Charlotte‐Hinesburg Road and Ferry Road was produced by Stephen Wright and is included in
this report as Appendix A. His surficial geologic map of northern Charlotte has been
incorporated into the surficial geologic map in Open File Report VG09‐6.
A preliminary analysis of geologic and groundwater conditions in Charlotte was shown in
a poster presented at the Joint Northeastern/Southeastern Section Meeting of the Geological
Society of America (March 13 ‐ 16, 2010 (Springston and others, 2010).
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Vermont Geological Survey Open File Report VG10‐1:
Hydrogeology of Charlotte, Vermont
Discussion of maps
Plate 1: Located Water Wells
The main data set used in this study is the Water Supply Division well driller database.
The database contains numerous fields such as date completed, depth drilled, length of casing,
yield in gallons per minute and so on. The database also contains information about materials
drilled through a variety of depths (the well log). Water well data is used to construct maps of
depth to bedrock/overburden thickness, static water level contours, and flow lines. The dataset
can be a powerful tool. However, the location of data points is suspect. Points were transferred
to crude maps from the well drillers’ initial reports, although in recent years, reports were
submitted with a GPS location and the location has improved. Town residents worked with
existing data for 939 wells and linked wells to E911 addresses using protocols developed by the
Vermont Geological Survey (VGS). Using this method, more accurate locations were obtained
for 306 bedrock wells and 30 gravel wells. The located wells are shown on the Located Water
Wells map and are coded by yield in gallons per minute.
Number of located bedrock wells: 306; Mean Yield: 12 GPM; Mean Depth: 417'
Number of located gravel wells: 30; Mean Yield: 28 GPM; Mean Depth: 149 FT
Plate 2: Potentiometric Surface and Inferred Groundwater Flow Lines
The elevation of the static water level in bedrock wells is reported in the well log data
and these elevations were contoured on the Potentiometric Surface and Inferred Groundwater
Flow Lines map. The static level of water in a well is a useful parameter as it is a factor in
determining the amount of water that is stored in the well bore, and thus, available to be
pumped into a house or other structure using the water. These data were contoured using a
100ft contour interval and control points are the well points, thus the contours are
approximate. The reported static level for a well may be unreliable if the measurement was
made before a well had completely recovered from pumping. Static water levels generally vary
seasonally and the date of data collection also affects the potentiometric surface
interpretation.
Groundwater flows down the hydraulic gradient from a high potentiometric level to a
low potentiometric level. Flow lines can be drawn on a potentiometric surface map and are
drawn at right angles to the potentiometric contours. A glance at the groundwater flow lines
reveals the general path of groundwater flow from regions of higher potential to regions of
lower potential. The potentiometric surface map and the accompanying flow lines enable us to
visualize the directions or pathways of recharge from higher regions in an aquifer to regions of
discharge in lower portions of an aquifer. Flow lines commonly mimic the topography,
however, the thick clay is a complicating factor in Charlotte. Groundwater flow in the
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underlying bedrock and in any permeable deposits below the clay may be quite different from
surface flow. Therefore, few flow lines are shown in the clay areas, reflecting this uncertainty.
Plate 3: Hydrogeologic Units
Five hydrogeologic units were delineated based on rock properties and mean and
median yields. A statewide well analysis of 92,316 bedrock wells (Gale and others, 2009) was
also used to delineate hydrogeologic units. Statewide, the median yield is 6 GPM and mean
yield is 13.76 GPM; median depth is 260’ and mean depth is 293.02’. Table I (page 7) shows
comparative yield and depth values for the hydrogeologic units in Charlotte. Groundwater flow
in the crystalline bedrock of Vermont is mainly along planar features such as fractures,
cleavage, faults, and bedding. These planar features may be interconnected and groundwater
flow within this system is complex.
Unit I includes predominantly carbonate rocks with some interbedded quartzite. These
carbonates and quartzites are on the upper plate of the Champlain thrust fault, a major
structure which trends roughly north‐south through town near Rte 7. The rocks are generally
fractured with resultant secondary permeability due to the interconnected nature of these
fractures.
Unit II is similar to Unit I except that the carbonate rock outcrops reveal evidence of
dissolution, and the fractures are solutionally enlarged resulting in open channels in the rock.
Outcrop exposure is relatively abundant. Rocks in Unit II have the highest mean and median
yields in Charlotte.
Unit III occurs in the flat lowlands west of Rte. 7. The rock is mainly black shale with
interbedded limestone and is on the lower plate of the Champlain thrust. Outcrop is not
abundant, with most exposures occurring either along Rte. 7 or the lake shore. The bedrock is
overlain by impermeable clay, silt and/or clayey‐till so that water likely does not readily
infiltrate the underlying bedrock. Wells drilled in this unit have the lowest mean and median
yields in town.
Unit IV is mainly carbonates near the lake shore on the lower plate of the Champlain
thrust. Rocks are highly fractured and bedrock is exposed.
Unit V is an igneous intrusive rock and only one well is located in the unit.
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Table I. Mean and median values for yield and depth for hydrogeologic units.
Unit Number
of wells

Mean yield (GPM)

Median Yield
(GPM)

Mean Median Number of wells with
Depth Depth
yield > 1GPM
(FT)
(FT)

I.

112

15

4

397

362

90 or 80%

II.

9

23

20

287

275

8 or 89%

III.

132

8

2

463

500

72 or 55%

IV.

52

10

6

363

325

48 or 92%

V.

1

Reported yield: 50
gpm

640

Plate 4: Depth to Bedrock
The located well data contain information about yield, depth, casing length, static water
level, and both surficial and bedrock materials. The data were used to assist with mapping in
areas of poor bedrock and surficial materials exposure and to interpret overburden thickness.
Overburden thickness is shown on the Depth to Bedrock map (VG10‐1, Plate 4). The contour
interval is 20 feet. Overburden thickness varies from 0’ to 300’ as reported in the well logs.
Thicker materials may occur in some gravel wells but would be unreported because those wells
did not reach bedrock.
Areas of thick permeable sediments can be good prospects for overburden aquifers.
However, in Charlotte the thick materials are predominantly clay and silt, impermeable
sediments which are generally not good aquifers. See the next section for a discussion of buried
sand and gravel deposits.
Plate 5: Surficial Aquifer Favorability and Recharge Potential, Charlotte, Vermont
This plate shows an interpretation of the stratigraphy of the surficial deposits (as seen in
water well records) in terms of their favorability as surficial aquifers and an interpretation of
the surficial geologic data in terms of the potential for recharge to surficial aquifers. The yields
of the gravel wells are also shown on the plate. Yields for bedrock wells are not shown on this
plate as the water‐bearing zones for these wells are in bedrock. Note that the interpretations
are based on simplified stratigraphic interpretations of the well logs and are not based on the
reported yields.
The water well data was analyzed using the hydrogeologic classification is shown in
Table 2. The purpose of this classification is to assist in discerning areas underlain by surficial
deposits that have some favorability as surficial aquifers. It is intended to be implemented as an
interpretation of water well or boring logs. Note that this hydrogeologic classification is based
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almost entirely on the coarseness of the surficial materials, with the assumption that ground
water will be able to flow easier through coarser materials than through finer ones. Differences
in sorting between the units could, however, negate this assumption. Potential aquifers that
have finer‐grained materials overlying coarser‐grained ones are separated out as the finer‐
grained and probably less‐permeable upper unit may provide protection from direct infiltration
of surface waters. In Charlotte, the fine‐grained stratified deposits are largely silty clay and clay
and appear to be quite impermeable.
Relatively thin, coarse‐grained surface horizons that are less than 20 feet thick are
ignored in this classification as they are likely to be of little importance either as significant
aquifers or as aquitards. Thus, a "thick" surface horizon measures 20 feet or more.
The wells used for this analysis consist of 30 surficial ("gravel") wells and 139 bedrock
wells that had an overburden depth of 40 feet or more. The data is included In the
Geodatabase entitled Charlotte_Town_Geology.mdb in the Feature Classes
"GravelWellLocated" and "RxWellsLocated, each of which contains fields entitled
"HydroGeoCo" and "SurfAquiFa." the former is the Hydrogeologic Classification as shown in
Table 2 (page 9)and the latter is the potential favorability for high yield from surficial aquifers as
shown in Table 3 (page 10) below.
Preliminary interpretations of the hydrogeologic classification are shown in Table 3.
Well logs that have a thick section of coarse‐grained material interlayered or under a fine‐
grained material are rated as having high potential favorability for high yield from surficial
aquifer, those with a thick section of coarse‐grained materials without an upper fine‐grained
unit are rated as moderate to high, thick sections of sand‐matrix till are rated as low to
moderate due to the generally lower permeability in even the sandier tills, and well logs with
only fine‐grained stratigraphy or very thin overburden are rated as low.
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Table 2. Hydrogeologic classification of surficial deposits. Note that this classification is based almost
entirely on the coarseness of the surficial materials, with the assumption that groundwater will be able
to flow more easily through coarser materials than through finer ones. Differences in sorting between
the units could, however, negate this assumption. Potential aquifers that have finer‐grained materials
overlying coarser‐grained ones are separated out as the finer‐grained and probably less‐permeable
upper unit may provide protection from direct infiltration of surface waters.
Hydrogeologic
Class

Description of stratigraphy

0

Thick, coarse‐grained, stratified deposits over till over coarse‐grained stratified deposits.

1

Fine‐grained stratified deposits over coarse‐grained stratified deposits.

2

Fine‐grained stratified deposits over coarse‐grained stratified deposits over fine‐grained
stratified deposits or till.

3

Thick, coarse‐grained, stratified deposits over fine‐grained stratified deposits over coarse‐
grained stratified deposits.

4

Sand‐matrix till over coarse‐grained stratified deposits.

5

One of three fine‐over‐coarse stratigraphies: a) Silt‐to‐clay‐matrix till over coarse‐grained
stratified deposits; b) fine‐grained stratified deposits over silt‐to‐clay‐matrix till over coarse‐
grained stratified deposits; c) silt‐to‐clay‐matrix till over fine‐grained stratified deposits over
coarse‐grained stratified deposits.

6

Thick, coarse‐grained, stratified deposits.

7

Thick, coarse‐grained, stratified deposits over fine‐grained stratified deposits and/or till.

8

Thick section of sand‐matrix till.

9

Thick section of silt‐to‐clay matrix till over fine‐grained stratified deposits.

10

Thick section of fine‐grained stratified deposits over silt‐to‐clay‐matrix till or directly over
bedrock.

11

Thick section of silt‐to‐clay‐matrix till.

12

Thin surficial deposits or no surficial deposits overlying bedrock. Includes the very common
case of thin till over bedrock. Generally less than 20 feet thick.

13

Other. Commonly, this is a thick section of surficial deposits with either no details of
stratigraphy or highly variable stratigraphy.

‐999

Problem record. Usually due to location being suspect.
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Table 3. Preliminary interpretation of hydrogeologic classes. A qualitative interpretation
of well logs in terms of favorability for high yield from a surficial aquifer, favorability for
prevention of direct surface infiltration into a surficial aquifer or underlying bedrock, and the
potential for recharge of groundwater into underlying bedrock. These rankings are preliminary
and are of limited accuracy due to the limited descriptions of materials in many of the well logs.

Hydrogeologic
Class

Potential favorability for
high yield from surficial
aquifer

Potential favorability for
prevention of direct
surface infiltration

Potential favorability for
recharge of groundwater
to bedrock

0

High

High

High

1

High

High

High

2

High

High

Low to Moderate

3

High

High

High

4

High

High

High

5

High

High

High

6

Moderate to High

Low

Moderate to High

7

Moderate to High

Low

Low to Moderate

8

Low to Moderate

Low

Low to Moderate

9

Low

N/A

Low

10

Low

N/A

Low

11

Low

N/A

Low

12

Low

N/A

Moderate to High

13

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N/A = not applicable
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Plate 6: Recharge Potential to Bedrock Aquifer
Recharge potential is ranked from a high of I to a low of III. Criteria used for this ranking
follow those used by DeSimone (2008). These criteria combine knowledge of the bedrock and
surficial geology, overburden thickness and the stratigraphy of the overburden as determined
from analysis of well logs. The recharge potentials are qualitative and no absolute values on
rates of recharge through each of the surficial material types can be provided. This is especially
true because of the heterogeneous nature of most surficial materials deposited in glacial
environments. The map delineates the areas of higher, moderate and lower recharge potential
to the bedrock aquifer.
I: HIGHER
Thin till areas in upland regions offer little impedance to downward infiltration due to
the weathered and relatively permeable shallow soils over bedrock. These are the higher
elevation areas where the thin till veneer and frequent rock outcrops enable some recharge
into the underlying fractures and foliation of the rock. The ease with which water can infiltrate
the soils to the underlying rock in areas of till is dependent upon how weathered and how thin
is this till veneer. While unweathered till is dense and impermeable, the soils that develop on
very thin till veneer allow relatively easy infiltration of water through the thin soil into the rock.
Exposed rock has had a long time to weather since the retreat of the glaciers and fractures have
opened to allow surface water to infiltrate the rock. This is the reasoning behind the traditional
and accepted view of upland areas serving as recharge zones to rock aquifers in the adjacent
valleys. (De Simone, 2008)
II: MODERATE
Areas of permeable surface sediment may be partly or wholly in contact with bedrock
and this facilitates recharge of the bedrock aquifer. These are the glacial lacustrine deposits of
coarse to pebbly sand. There is uncertainty in that some areas of surficial deposits may in any
given specific site be underlain by relatively impermeable clay or silt.
III: LOWER
Areas of impermeable clay and thick silt or till do not easily allow water to penetrate any
deeper than the base of the soil profile. These deposits blanket the lowlands in Charlotte
where, although they impede infiltration of water, they may also offer some protection to the
underlying bedrock aquifer.
Wetlands, typically places of groundwater discharge to the surface, do not generally
serve to recharge the underlying rock aquifer.
Plate 7: Groundwater Testing in the Town of Charlotte, Vermont
During the summer of 2009, the Vermont Geological Survey (VGS) worked with the
Geology Department at Middlebury College to collect groundwater samples from 27 wells in
the Town of Charlotte. These samples were analyzed for metals and non‐metals at the Vermont
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Department of Environmental Conservation Laboratory in Waterbury and the results are
summarized in Figures 1 – 9 on Plate 7.
Although the State of Vermont requires that public water supply wells are tested for
many metals and compounds, private drinking water wells are not regulated. The Vermont
Department of Health (VDH) has standards for many metals in drinking water although, for
private wells, these are considered recommendations. In most cases, these VDH standards are
based on those of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA has two levels of drinking
water standards that are designated primary for health and secondary (“nuisance”) for taste,
color, and odor (http://www.epa.gov/safewater/contaminants/index.html). Some VDH
standards are stricter than those of the EPA (i.e. Uranium).
All of the wells sampled for this project were completed in bedrock. Figure 1 shows the
locations of the 27 wells on the bedrock map. Water hardness is caused by dissolved calcium
and magnesium compounds and directly reflects the composition of the bedrock
(http://water.usgs.gov/owq/hardness‐alkalinity.html). Charlotte has “very hard” water overall
and this is a result of the abundant limestones and dolostones in the upper and lower plates of
the Champlain Thrust. Since the Stony Point Shale is calcareous, wells completed within it tend
to also have “hard” water (Figure 2). Hardness is responsible for rings that develop in bathtubs,
sinks, and toilets.
Using the secondary standard for iron (300 parts per billion (ppb)), all except one of the
wells with high iron are found in the shales and carbonates on the lower plate of the Champlain
Thrust (Figure 3). High iron levels cause rusty staining in bathtubs, sinks, and toilets. Elevated
iron levels may be referred to as non‐carbonate hardness. The source of the iron is likely sulfide
minerals such as pyrite, which is particularly abundant in black shales.
All sampled wells are below the secondary standard for sulfate (SO4) (Figure 4). A
common source of sulfate is the weathering of pyrite. Elevated chloride levels (secondary
standard) can result from the dissolution of road salt or contamination from septic systems;
only one well tested in Charlotte had high chloride and it is next to a road.
Only two wells sampled in Charlotte exceed the secondary standard for Manganese
(Figure 5).When excess Manganese is present, sooty black residues may form on surfaces
exposed to groundwater. Manganese occurs naturally at some level in all rocks.
We tested groundwater for Fluoride (F), Arsenic (As), and Uranium (U). Although we did
not find any elevated levels of Fluoride, the Vermont Dept. of Health (VDH) found that some
wells in Charlotte and Ferrisburg had Fluoride levels exceeding primary and secondary
standards (Figure 7). All of these wells were located in or near shales. Shales tend to have the
highest levels of Fluoride of sedimentary rock types (e.g. Frencken, 1992). Long term
consumption of water with Fluoride levels >2 can cause brown staining and pitting of teeth in
children whereas levels > 4 ppm can result in bone disease
(http://www.epa.gov/safewater/hfacts.html).
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Only one well of the 27 tested above the Arsenic standard and another well exceeded
the Uranium standard (Figures 8 and 9). Elevated Arsenic levels can be found in some sulfide
minerals such as arsenopyrite, pyrite, galena, and sphalerite (e.g. Reiman and de Caritat, 1998);
pyrite (and sometimes arsenopyrite) occurs in black shale. Uranium occurs naturally in trace
minerals such as zircon, apatite, and monazite (Reiman and de Caritat, 1998) that are found in
many types of rocks.
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Open File Report VG09‐5: Bedrock geologic map of Charlotte, Vermont
by Marjorie Gale, Jonathan Kim, Hal Earle, Arthur Clark, Taylor Smith, and Kelsey
Petersen
Introduction
Mapping in Charlotte, VT was done on a 7.5 minute topographic base map by traditional
pace and compass methods and with a global positioning system. Bedding, foliation, lineation
and fracture data were collected. Outcrop exposure is limited throughout large areas of town
and water well logs were used to help constrain contacts in these areas.
Charlotte is located in the Champlain Valley west of the Green Mountain Anticlinorium
in western Vermont. The Champlain Thrust, exposed in western Vermont, extends from Canada
south to the Catskill Plateau in New York, a distance of approximately 199 miles and transects
the town. Rocks of the upper plate consist of Lower Cambrian to Ordovician quartzites,
dolostones, and limestones; rocks of the lower plate are Ordovician black shales and
carbonates. The Champlain Thrust juxtaposes Early Cambrian Monkton Quartzite with the
Middle Ordovician Stony Point Fm. in the Charlotte area. Topographically, the cuestas in the
Champlain Valley represent the more resistant quartzites on the upper plate of the Champlain
thrust (Mt. Philo and Pease Mountain).

Summary of Significant Findings
Primary sedimentary features in the rocks include bedding, cross‐beds, mud cracks and
ripple marks. Where present, these features indicate that units are right side up.
The major structure in the town is the Champlain thrust. The gently dipping thrust fault
is overprinted by upright, undulating, open, E‐W striking folds (F3) and upright N‐S trending
open folds (F2). The intersecting fold sets produce a dome and basin map pattern. The dome
and basin fold interference pattern is seen only in outcrop in rocks of the upper plate. This is
primarily due to poor bedrock exposure and the dominance of a single shale lithology on the
lower plate. The map pattern in the gently dipping rocks is also commonly dependent on
topography. A fracture cleavage is associated with the F2 folds. Numerous small bedding plane
thrusts occur within rocks on both the upper and lower plates of the Champlain Thrust.
Two major high angle faults are inferred in rocks of the lower plate. The faults are based
on limited outcrop exposure and control. The fault strike does correspond well with analyzed
fracture data (Plate III), however, most fractures along the lakeshore showed no offset. These
faults do correspond with an upthrown middle–Proterozoic basement block in New York
(shown on the map). The estimated offset for the faults in Charlotte is 1800’. We did not map
any high‐angle faults offsetting the Champlain Thrust; in fact the thrust shows evidence of
folding and does not require normal faults to account for the fault trace. The age of the two
high angle faults in western Charlotte remains open for debate.
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The Cambrian‐Ordovician boundary occurs in the rocks at Thompsons Point. These rocks
were shown on the 1961 Centennial Geologic Map of Vermont as Clarendon Springs (Ccs),
Shelburne (Os) and Cutting (Ocu) Formations. Welby (1961) mapped the same units as
Ticonderoga (Ct), Whitehall (Owh) and Cutting (Ocu) Formations. The forthcoming State Map of
Vermont retains the stratigraphy from the 1961 Centennial Map. However, our mapping agrees
with the more recent interpretation by Landing et. al., 2003, and Landing et. al., 2007, in which
he re‐assigned Ocu to the Ordovician Tribes Hill Formation unconformably overlying the
Cambrian Little Falls Formation (previously Os and Ccs). We followed Landing et al. (2003) and
defined the base of the Tribes Hill Fm. as a debris flow composed of imbricated cross bedded
dolomitic sandstone fragments on Thompson’s Point. In the absence of the breccia, the contact
between Clf and Oth is very difficult to discern; rocks above and below the unconformity are
similar. The section does not contain the white/light gray marbles and limestones characteristic
of the Shelburne Fm. which occurs on the upper plate of the Champlain Thrust. We therefore
rule out the possibility of the Thompsons Point section being a downthrown, thrust section and
concur that the rocks at Thompsons Point are associated with the New York stratigraphic
section on an upthrown fault block.
There are multiple fracture sets in the rocks in Charlotte. Fractures are presented on
rose diagrams on the fracture map and in an MS Excel spreadsheet. Common fractures sets are:
steeply dipping fractures which strike parallel to the strike of bedding; steeply dipping fractures
which strike perpendicular to the strike of bedding; and steeply dipping fractures which are a
fracture cleavage associated with N‐S trending open folds. Fracture analyses by domain and
their relationships to faults are shown on Plate 3.
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Open File Report VG09‐ 6: Surficial Geologic Map of Charlotte, Vermont, by
George Springston and Stephen Wright
Introduction
The surficial deposits are primarily thick sequences of fine‐grained, glacially‐derived
sediments that serve to limit recharge to the underlying bedrock. Lodgement till across the area
is dense and contains a high percentage of silt‐ and clay‐sized sediment derived from glacial
erosion of the middle Ordovician shales and limestones that underlie the Champlain Basin. An
overlying readvance till generally contains fewer erratics, but is also dominated by fine‐grained
sediments derived from (1) reworking of the underlying lodgment till and (2) lacustrine
sediments deposited across the area when the ice sheet first retreated. During the final retreat
of the ice sheet, the north‐draining Champlain Valley was dammed by the retreating ice and
largely inundated by Glacial Lake Vermont, which existed at several different stages throughout
its history (Figure 1). The portions of Charlotte and the surrounding area that were submerged
by two stages of Glacial Lake Vermont are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. These areas are
blanketed by rhythmically‐bedded lacustrine silts and clays. When the ice sheet retreated north
of the St Lawrence River valley the lake drained, but the isostatically depressed Champlain
Valley was subsequently flooded by sea water—The Champlain Sea. Across the town of
Charlotte, sediments deposited in the Champlain Sea consist predominantly of silts and clays
that were largely derived from the erosion of the earlier lacustrine sediments and till.

Figure 1. Late‐glacial waterbodies in Charlotte and vicinity: a) Coveville stage of Lake
Vermont (about 190 meters), b) Lower Fort Ann stage of Lake Vermont (about 138 meters), c)
Champlain Sea (about 90 meters). After Rayburn (2004).

Summary of Significant Findings
A brief discussion of the surficial geology of Charlotte is given below. For more details
see Stephen Wright's report entitled Surficial Geologic Map of Northern Charlotte, Vermont in
Appendix A.
While it is well documented that Earth has undergone 20 to 30 separate glacial and interglacial
cycles during the last 2 to 3 million years, field mapping revealed no evidence of any old,
weathered surficial sediments that may have formed prior to the last glaciation. These old
sediments may exist buried beneath younger glacial and post‐glacial sediments, but none have
been recognized in the water well logs. The glacial sediments encountered during field mapping
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are all relatively unweathered and were most likely deposited during or after the last
“Wisconsinan” glaciation.
Regional flow of the Laurentide Ice Sheet across northern Vermont was from northwest
to southeast. Glacial striations oriented NW to SE are preserved along the high ridge‐line of the
Green Mountains. When the ice sheet was thick enough to flow over the mountains, the ice
flowed obliquely across the Champlain valley, obliquely up and over the Green Mountains, and
continued southeastward towards southern New England. Some of these older striations have
been observed in Charlotte. Other evidence supporting this interpretation comes from the
glacial erratics sourced from areas northwest from where they were deposited. Particularly
noticeable are the Grenville gneiss erratics that were transported from the Adirondack
Mountains on the west side of Lake Champlain.
On outcrops where they have been preserved, the common direction of glacial striations
in Charlotte is north–south. Elsewhere in the Champlain valley these N–S striations clearly
cross‐cut the NW–SE striations on outcrops where both sets of striations are preserved. The
change in ice sheet flow direction most likely occurred when the ice sheet thinned sufficiently
that its flow direction was constrained by topography.
Lodgement till is very dense, unlayered, and contains sediment ranging in size from clay
to large boulders. The thickness of this till varies considerably across the town and bedrock
outcrops within it are common
In some areas water well logs indicate that no till exists above the bedrock and instead
lenses of gravel and sand were deposited. These are interpreted to be stream sediments
deposited in tunnels beneath the ice sheet (eskers) or subaqueous fans deposited at the mouth
of esker tunnels. These sand and gravel deposits are overlain by lacustrine silt and clay and
younger sediments. The water wells indicate that these deposits are scattered throughout most
of the town (see Plate 5). Perhaps the most striking example is a line of several water wells in
an east‐west line about 2 km west‐southwest of Mt. Philo. None of these deposits have been
observed at the surface.
Terraces developed along the SW side of Mount Philo between 460 and 560 feet and
along the SW side of Jones Mountain at 460 ft are probably Glacial Lake Vermont beaches
consisting of wave‐washed till, sometimes with a thin veneer of sand and gravel.
A second, younger till (a “Deformation Till”) is quite widespread across the town.
Because the source of this till was largely fine‐grained lake sediments, this till has a very high
percentage of silt, clay, and sometimes fine sand.
At the latitude of Charlotte, the elevation of the Champlain Sea was ~90 m (~295 ft).
Many areas below this elevation (areas between Lake Champlain and Jones Hill, Pease
Mountain, and Mount Philo) were blanketed by clay, silt, and fine sand, much of it eroded from
the now exposed lacustrine sediments recently deposited in Glacial Lake Vermont. Many of the
town residents in this area report beds of shells visible during excavations. Some of these shell
beds occur in Champlain Sea sediments whereas others occur in areas of glacial till where these
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mollusks apparently found these underwater till ridges quite hospitable. Along the LaPlatte
River several deposits of sand and gravel occur at this same elevation of ~90 m (~295 ft). These
deposits rest unconformably on the older lacustrine sediments and are interpreted to be old
LaPlatte River alluvium deposited as channel, bar, and flood plain deposits, or as delta deposits.
The LaPlatte River in the north, Lewis Creek in the south, and numerous other small
creeks incised into the Champlain sea sediments and transported what was eroded into Lake
Champlain. The gradients on many of these streams, especially where they flow across what
was formerly almost level lake bottom or sea bottom, is low causing these streams to meander
across fairly broad areas. Modern stream alluvium is, therefore, sometimes deposited across
fairly broad areas by steams that are relatively small.
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Conclusions
1.) Looking at all of the 1027 water wells in the water well database for Charlotte (located and
unlocated), 72 % have a yield of greater than or equal to 2 gallons per minute and 85 % have a
yield greater than 1 gallon per minute. Yield and depth statistics for the 336 located water wells
are as follows: Located bedrock wells: number of wells = 306; mean yield = 12 gpm, mean depth
= 417 feet. Located gravel wells: number of wells = 30, mean yield = 28 gpm, mean depth = 149
feet.
2.) Five bedrock hydrogeologic units were delineated based on rock properties and mean and
median yields. See Table 1 for statistics and Plate 3 of Open File Report VG10‐1 for the
distribution of the units. The 5 hydrogeologic units are summarized briefly below.
Unit I includes predominantly carbonate rocks with some interbedded quartzites on the
upper plate of the Champlain thrust fault. The rocks are generally fractured with resultant
secondary permeability due to the interconnected nature of these fractures. Median yield is 4
gallons per minute for 112 bedrock wells.
Unit II is similar to Unit I except that the carbonate rock outcrops reveal evidence of
dissolution, and the fractures are solutionally enlarged resulting in open channels in the rock.
Outcrop exposure is relatively abundant. The median yield is 23 gpm for 9 bedrock wells. This is
the highest median yield of any of the hydrogeologic units.
Unit III occurs in the flat lowlands west of Rte. 7. The rock is mainly black shale with
interbedded limestone and is on the lower plate of the Champlain thrust. Outcrop is not
abundant, with most exposures occurring either along Rte. 7 or the lake shore. The bedrock is
overlain by impermeable clay, silt and/or clayey‐till so that water likely does not readily
infiltrate the underlying bedrock. The median yield is 2 gpm for 132 bedrock wells. Wells drilled
in this unit have the lowest mean and median yields in town.
Unit IV is mainly carbonates near the lake shore on the lower plate of the Champlain
thrust. Rocks are highly fractured and bedrock is exposed. Median yield is 6 gpm for 52 bedrock
wells.
Unit V is an igneous intrusive rock and only one bedrock well (with a yield of 50 gpm) is
located in the unit.
3.) Overburden thickness is shown on Plate 4 of Open File Report VG10‐1 and varies from zero
to 300 feet as reported in the well logs. Although areas of thick permeable sediments may be
good prospects for overburden aquifers, in Charlotte the thick materials are largely
impermeable clay and silt. Therefore, the thick overburden does not generally correspond to
possible high yield aquifers. See the next paragraph for discussion of areas of buried sand or
gravel deposits.
4.) Plate 5 shows an interpretation of the favorability of surficial materials based on a
classification of the stratigraphy of the surficial deposits in the bedrock and surficial wells. As
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shown on Plate 5, the high‐yielding wells in surficial materials are generally in buried sand or
gravel below thick clays. These wells are scattered throughout much of the town. However,
concentrations of wells with buried sand and/or gravel occur on the south flank of Mt. Philo,
about 2 km west‐southwest of Mt. Philo, south‐southeast of Barber Hill, and in the northern
part of town along Orchard Road and the northern portion of Greenbush Road.
5.) The blanket of thick clays in the lowlands impedes direct recharge to the underlying
bedrock. Static water levels in the wells suggest that the piezometric surface roughly follows
the topography and groundwater flow is generally from the hills (where surficial materials are
thinner, more permeable, and commonly absent) down into the lowlands. There does not
appear to be significant groundwater flow from Lake Champlain eastward, although pumping of
wells near the lake shore could certainly induce local flow from the lake toward the well being
pumped. Note that on the uplands, groundwater flow appears to most closely follow the
topography (see the areas labeled I on Plate 6). In the clay lowlands, flow is not so closely
related to the surface topography, as this surface is separated by a barrier of silty clay and clay
that commonly exceeds 40 feet in thickness.
6.) This general pattern of flow of groundwater from the uplands into the lowlands should be
taken into account in any bedrock or surficial aquifer protection plans. Note that more detailed
studies would be needed to accurately define an aquifer recharge area for any specific location
in the town.
7.) Although direct groundwater recharge appears to be limited in the clay lowlands, this does
have the benefit of largely isolating bedrock aquifers and buried surficial aquifers from surface
waters. This could reduce the chance of surface contamination reaching these aquifers.
8.) Our analysis of the water well logs indicates that in general, bedrock wells with the greatest
yields tend to have intermediate depths of between 200 and 500 feet. Yield per foot of depth is
generally highest in wells that are located near the contact between till uplands and the fine‐
grained lacustrine and marine deposits (Springston and others, 2010).
9.) Because of the presence of carbonate‐bearing lithologies, groundwater throughout
Charlotte tends to be hard.
10.) Iron, manganese, and fluorine tend to be most abundant in the groundwater of the Lower
Plate rocks.
11.) Although we did not find any elevated levels of fluoride, the Vermont Dept. of Health
(VDH) found that some wells in Charlotte and Ferrisburg had fluoride levels exceeding primary
and secondary standards (Figure 7 on Plate 7, Open File Report VG10‐1). All of these wells were
located in or near shales. Long term consumption of water with fluoride levels >2 can cause
brown staining and pitting of teeth in children whereas levels > 4 ppm can result in bone
disease (http://www.epa.gov/safewater/hfacts.html).
12.) One well out of the 27 tested was above the Arsenic standard and another well exceeded
the Uranium standard (Figures 8 and 9 on Plate 7, Open File Report VG10‐1).
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View looking east towards Jones Hill and Pease Mountain across meadows underlain by silt and clay
deposited in the Champlain Sea. The hills are mantled by lodgement till and the low hill behind the substation may be a drumlin composed of deformation till.
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Summary of Results
Surficial geologic mapping of the northern part of the town of Charlotte at a scale of 1:24,000 has revealed that
most of the town is underlain by very clay-rich sediments, a fact that most residents of the town have been aware of
for years. These clay-rich sediments are, however, not all the same and have several distinctly different origins.
Nevertheless, these sediments make conventional septic systems unworkable in most parts of town, protect many of
the town’s aquifers from surface contamination, but also limit the rate at which the underlying bedrock aquifers are
recharged.
The mapping completed this summer utilized conventional mapping techniques (soil probes, augers, GPS
devises, aerial photographs) and has augmented these with well logs from located water wells and information
gathered from land owners. The geologic map that accompanies this report has divided these clay-rich sediments
into areas underlain by glacial till versus those areas underlain by sediments deposited in either Glacial Lake
Vermont or the Champlain Sea.
Furthermore, mapping has also revealed that the glacial till in the area has two different origins. Lodgement till,
containing abundant large erratics, was deposited directly on top of the bedrock. Its thickness varies considerably
and its composition also varies depending on the local bedrock and surficial material the glacier overrode. In some
places this material is permeable enough to permit conventional septic systems, especially where the till occurs
along a former shoreline of either Glacial Lake Vermont or the Champlain Sea. Here wave action has removed some
of the fine sediments creating wave-washed till that is sometimes of sufficient extent to form thin (too thin to map)
terraces of gravel or sand. One significant result of this work is to show that extensive areas mapped as “Boulder
Clay” in the Champlain valley on the Vermont Surficial Geologic Map (Stewart and MacClintock, 1970) are most
likely a deformation till produced when the Laurentide ice sheet first retreated, allowing Glacial Lake Vermont to
flood the area, and then readvanced over these recently deposited lacustrine sediments. Broad areas of the map were
mapped as a “clay till” (not separated as a separate unit on the final map) and are distinguished from the lodgement
till by a relatively low-density of erratics in a very clay-rich matrix.
Most of the striations recorded in the area indicate that that ice flow was parallel to the Champlain Valley (350–
170) during the last part of its retreat history. A few older striations record the NW to SE motion of the ice sheet at
full glaciation. A ridge extending north from Charlotte village is underlain by a thick section of deformation till.
This landform, aligned from 350–170, is parallel to the direction of striations just noted and may be a drumlin
consisting of till molded by the flowing ice sheet.
Coarse subglacial or ice-proximal fluvial sediments (eskers, subaqueous fans) have been observed in water
wells, but none have been mapped at the surface. These wells have excellent yields compared to most other wells in
the area and are confined by the overlying lacustrine and marine silts and clays. Mapping these water wells might
indicate the distribution of these sediments (an indication of the subglacial drainage pathway(s)) across the area and
provide exploration targets for future water wells.
Only one good section of Glacial Lake Vermont sediment was observed during mapping close by the old
Charlotte landfill. This section is largely composed of ice-proximal lacustrine sediment with a large percentage of
silt and sand. Most areas of silt and clay interpreted to be ice-distal Glacial Lake Vermont sediment occur in valley
bottoms above 295 ft and are now dissected by modern streams. While dropstones occur in these sediments, they are
rare compared to the occurrence of erratics in the deformation till.
No sections of Champlain Sea sediments were observed during mapping. Extensive flat-lying areas below 295
ft (the elevation of the Champlain Sea at this latitude) underlain by silt and clay are interpreted to be sediment
deposited in the Champlain Sea. There are many reports of fossil mollusk shells in these deposits, but none were
observed during mapping.
The only sand and gravel deposits in the mapped area occur above the LaPlatte River. No sedimentary
structures are visible in the old pits, but well logs from the Charlotte landfill (sited in an old gravel pit) indicate that
the gravel lies unconformably on older lacustrine sediments as well as bedrock and till. These sand and gravel
deposits all occur at ~295 ft, the elevation of the Champlain Sea, and most likely were deposited as channel gravels,
bars, floodplain deposits, and possibly a delta as the river flowed into the Sea.
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This report describes the results of mapping surficial geologic materials at a scale of 1:24,000 in northern
Charlotte (north of the Ferry Road/Hinesburg Road) during the summer of 2009 (Fig. 1). The area extends from the
lowlands lying adjacent to Lake Champlain (underlain by Ordovician shales and limestones), eastward across the
Champlain thrust fault (along the western flanks of Jones Hill and Pease Mountain), to areas in the central and
eastern parts of town that are higher in elevation and display more local relief. Included with this report is (1) a
geologic map of the area showing geologic contacts, the location of field observations, and an explanation of
mapping units, (2) a file containing location information and descriptions of field sites, (3) a geologic cross-section,
and (4) and iospach map depicting the thickness of geologic materials (depth to bedrock) based on field mapping
and water well data. Little correspondence exists between the mapping reported here and the surficial geologic
mapping completed by Stewart (1956–1966) for the Vermont Surficial Geologic Map (Stewart and MacClintock,
1970).

Figure 1: Topographic map showing the northern part of the town of Charlotte and surrounding areas. The area mapped
includes all parts of the Town lying north of the Ferry Road/Hinesburg Road, the road extending from the ferry landing
along the lake, through the villages of Charlotte and East Charlotte.

In the field surficial materials were sampled using an ~1 m-long soil probe and soil auger and map locations
fixed using a GPS meter. In almost all areas the stated GPS meter accuracy (horizontal location) was within 5 m,
considerably less than the width of a pencil point on a 1:24,000 scale map. Bedrock outcrops were also mapped
where they were encountered on traverses, but no attempt was made to map all bedrock outcrops. Outcrops were
inspected for striations or other indicators of ice flow direction. Areas where surficial materials were sampled and
described are shown on the geologic map as points. Areas where additional observations and measurements were
made were given field identification numbers and recorded as GPS waypoints. Every effort was made to traverse all
parts of town, but permission from some landowners was not granted, some landowners couldn’t be reached, some
areas of swamp and thick undergrowth made access difficult or impossible, and lack of time precluded visiting other
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areas. Geologic contacts that could be located with certainty are shown with solid lines. Areas where contacts have
been interpolated or extrapolated are shown with dashed lines.

Description of Mapped Units
Most of the mapped area is underlain by surficial materials containing a high percentage of silt- and clay-sized
sediment. These materials include at least two different types of till, lacustrine sediments deposited in Glacial Lake
Vermont, and marine sediments deposited in the Champlain Sea. Units with similar field characteristics have been
lumped into single mapping units although they may have originates in different geologic environments during
different periods of geologic time. The below descriptions are arranged in geologic order.
Recent Alluvium (al)
Alluvium occurring within the channels and floodplains of the larger streams. Alluvium composition is
determined by the materials exposed along the stream with additional trapped organics: Pebbles, cobbles, and
boulders are common along reaches where streams have eroded down to the lodgement till (see below). Along
reaches bordered by lacustrine or marine silt and clay deposits and clay-rich till the alluvium consists of these finegrained sediments.

Figure 2: Google image of a reach of the LaPlatte River immediately east of the Charlotte landfill on Ploude
Road. Alluvium extends across the floodplain of the river (see arrow) and includes coarse-grained channel
deposits as well as finer-grained materials deposited on floodplain.
Alluvial Fan Deposit (af)
This unit consists of alluvium and debris flow material deposited in a “fan shape” at the base of slopes where
stream gradients change abruptly from steep to gentle. Alluvial fans often contain buried soils developed during
periods of stability where little or no new material was added to the fan.
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Early Holocene Sand and Gravel (s/g)
Sand and Gravel deposits bordering and above the modern LaPlatte River flood plain. These are interpreted to
be old river alluvium deposited as channel, point bar, and floodplain deposits of the LaPlatte River as it was eroding
through lacustrine sediments. Several old gravel pits exist in these deposits but were too slumped and overgrown to
display any sedimentary structures. One of these pits is being used as a firing range and access was prohibited. Well
logs and modern observations from the old Ploude pit (the site of the old Charlotte landfill) indicate that these
deposits lie unconformably on top of older lacustrine sediments, till, and bedrock. The deposits along the LaPlatte
River all occur at the elevation of the Champlain Sea (~295 ft, ~90 m) and were probably deposited as channel, bar,
floodplain, and delta deposits along a low-gradient reach of the river approaching the shoreline of the Champlain
Sea.
Glacial Lake Vermont (Lacustrine) Fine Sand/Silt/Clay and Champlain Sea (Marine) Very Fine
Sand/Silt/Clay (c)
Deposits of fine sand, silt, and clay with few or no rocks. Two types of “clay” were discerned in the area, but
not mapped separately in the field as the sedimentary structures necessary to distinguish them were generally not
visible is shallow soil probes or auger hole.
Champlain Sea Sediments: Marine sediments consist of finely laminated very fine sand, silt, and clay where
the clay and silt sized sediment are frequently mixed because the clay particles flocculate in salt water and settle at
the same velocity as fine silt. Marine fossils occur in the Champlain Sea sediments and are frequently reported by
landowners, but none were observed during mapping (Fig. 3). These sediments only occur at elevations below ~295
ft (90 m, the marine limit) and overlie the lacustrine sediments (Fig. 4). No sections exposing these sediments were
observed.

Figure 3: Fossil pelecypods (Macoma Baltica) recovered from Champlain Sea sediments recovered in a drill
core from Winooski, Vermont.

Figure 4: Low-lying ground north of the Ferry road underlain by silt and clay deposited in the Champlain
Sea. A high water table persists in this poorly drained area, much of which is occupied by swamp.
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Glacial Lake Vermont Sediments: Lacustrine sediments most often occur as thinly bedded silt/clay couplets
(varves), but can include medium, fine, and very fine sand layers that are often graded where deposited in iceproximal environments. During the mapping project only one section exposing the sedimentary structures in these
deposits was encountered. This exposure occurs in a pit adjacent to old Charlotte landfill that was apparently used to
obtain cover material for the landfill when it closed. The deposits exposed here include ice-proximal deposits
containing a large percentage of medium to very fine sand interlayered with winter silt/clay layers (Fig. 5). The pit
also exposes significant thicknesses of varved silt and clay with little sand. “Clay” deposits occurring above ~295 ft
(90 m, the marine limit) are lacustrine sediments.

Figure 5: Graded medium to fine and very find sand and silt layers (turbidites) deposited between winter clay
layers (above and below scale card) in Glacial Lake Vermont when the ice front was relatively close by. These
sand layers are underlain by a thick section composed mostly of silt and very fine sand and overlain by thinly
bedded varved silt and clay. Section is exposed in a small pit adjacent to the old Charlotte landfill.
Subglacial/Ice-Proximal Sand/Gravel
Sand and Gravel deposits reported in well logs deposited directly on bedrock and overlain by lacustrine
silt/clay. These are interpreted to be subglacial fluvial deposits (eskers) or ice-proximal deposits (subaqueous fans)
where any till that originally existed was eroded away by fast-moving subglacial streams. None of these deposits
appear on the geologic map, only in the geologic cross-sections. Wells tapping these sediments generally have very
high yields. Furthermore, these aquifers are confined by the overlying lacustrine and marine silt and clay sediments
and are consequently well protected from surface contamination.
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Glacial Till (t)
Two types of glacial till were discerned in the area but not mapped separately in the field. Lodgement till
generally mantles bedrock outcrops and, where it can be identified with confidence, can be used to predict where
bedrock lies close to the surface. The deformation till generally occurs along high ridges, but water wells indicate
that bedrock is generally buried quite deeply. Some of these ridges, e.g. that extending north of Charlotte village, are
aligned parallel to ice flow when the ice sheet was confined to the Champlain valley and may be drumlins.
Deformation (Readvance) Till: Many broad areas are underlain by till consisting of different mixtures of clay,
silt, and fine sand, with occasional pebble, cobble, and small boulder sized rocks. These areas were mapped as “till”
and are interpreted to be a deformation till produced when the Laurentide ice sheet readvanced over recentlydeposited lacustrine sediment. One good section occurring in a small landslide along the LaPlatte River (Field site
#216) exposes intensely deformed lacustrine sediment with pebble/cobble/boulder sized erratics mixed in (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Intensely folded and faulted ice-proximal lacustrine sediments exposed in a landslide along the
LaPlatte River approximately 0.5 km east of Spear Street. These deformed sediments lie above lodgement till
that extends approximately 5 m above stream level.
Lodgement Till: Lodgement till is a dense, unlayered diamict with grain sizes ranging from clay to boulders.
Pebble, cobble, boulder density is high compared to the deformation till described above and this till frequently
contains quite large (several meter diameter) erratics (Fig. 7). A weak subhorizontal foliation (fabric) is sometimes
present and visible in rare fresh exposures (Fig. 8). Clasts within this till are sometimes angular, but frequently
abrasion against adjacent clasts while the till was deformed (sheared) beneath the ice sheet and/or abrasion against
bedrock has produced faceted and semi-rounded clasts. Lodgement till contains frequent erratics. In the western part
of town Grenville gneiss erratics are particularly common in till whose matrix consists largely of disaggregated
Ordovician shale and limestones. Those same shales and limestones are, respectively, partly or largely composed of
calcite and consequently the lodgement till derived from these materials is very rich in calcite as well. Farther east
the till contains more sandstone and dolostone reflecting the compositin of the older Cambrian and early Ordovician
rocks underlying this part of town.
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Figure 7: Lodgement till exposed along a small, north-flowing stream between Spear and Dorset Streets
(Field site # 199). At least one distinctive maroon Monkton Formation sandstone cobble is visible along the
lower edge of the photo. Some of the small rounded pebble clasts may be old stream pebbles incorporated
into the till.

Figure 8: Lodgement till from same location as Figure 7. Note the weak subhorizontal foliation visible in the
till. This most likely reflects a fabric developed as the till was sheared between the underlying bedrock and
the overlying ice.
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Description of Geologic Cross-section(s)
One geologic cross-section accompanies this report and was drawn along the Hinesburg Road between the
town’s eastern boundary and the approximate intersection of Guinea Road with the Hinesburg Road. The original
section was drawn at a scale of 1:12,000 (twice the map scale) and a 5X vertical exaggeration. The data used to
construct the cross-section come from the mapped geologic materials and contacts (including bedrock outcrops) and
the logs of drilled water wells. The location of this section was chosen both because it reflects the general surficial
geology in the eastern part of town and because of the relatively high number of water wells located along it. The
section utilizes wells located by volunteers this past summer (11) as well as 2 well records that could be matched to
landowners using well records available on-line.
The depth to bedrock (thickness of surficial materials) along the section varies from zero (across most of the hill
tops where bedrock is exposed) to at least 200 feet. Along the eastern end of the section fairly good well control
suggests that the bedrock surface is stepped in a cuesta-like form that slopes steeply down to the west (across
bedding) from bedrock highs and gently down to the east (parallel to bedding) from those same bedrock highs. This
form has been extended to the west where the spacing of bedrock wells provides less control on the geometry of the
buried bedrock surface.
As noted above, the bedrock surface forms valleys that are well below the land surface valleys. Some well logs
clearly distinguish different types of surficial materials and others do not. Based on the well logs and geologic
mapping, most of the surficial materials shown in the section consist of either glacial till or “clay” interpreted,
because of the elevation, to be lacustrine silt and clay deposited in Glacial Lake Vermont. The thick areas of glacial
till probably consist of both lodgement till and deformation till. Several of this areas of till occur in areas where the
bedrock surface is quite deeply buried.
One well log near the western end of the section bottoms in sand and gravel. This deposit is interpreted to
consist of sediments deposited in an esker or subaqueous fan, i.e. either under the ice or immediately close by the ice
front.

Interpretation of the late Pleistocene/Holocene Geologic History
The following section presents a summary of the late-glacial and Holocene history of Charlotte based on
observations gathered during field mapping of the town’s surficial deposits. These field observations are combined
with our current understanding of the glacial geology of northern New England based on other geologic work.
While it is well documented that Earth has undergone 20 to 30 separate glacial and interglacial cycles during the
last 2 to 3 million years, field mapping revealed no evidence of any old, weathered surficial sediments that may have
formed prior to the last glaciation. These old sediments may exist buried beneath younger glacial and post-glacial
sediments, but none have been recognized in the water well logs. The glacial sediments encountered during field
mapping are all relatively unweathered and were most likely deposited during or after the last “Wisconsinan”
glaciation.
Ice Flow and Retreat History of the Laurentide Ice Sheet
Regional flow of the Laurentide Ice Sheet across northern Vermont was from northwest to southeast. One line
of evidence for this interpretation comes from glacial striations preserved along the high ridge-line of the Green
Mountains that are oriented NW to SE (Wright, 2006). When the ice sheet was thick enough to flow over the
mountains, the ice flowed obliquely across the Champlain valley, obliquely up and over the Green Mountains, and
continued southeastward towards southern New England. Some of these older striations have been observed in
Charlotte. Another line of evidence supporting this interpretation comes from the many glacial erratics sourced from
areas northwest from where they were deposited. Particularly noticeable are the many Grenville gneiss erratics
found along the lake shore and elsewhere in the town that were transported from the Adirondack Mountains on the
west side of Lake Champlain.
On outcrops where they have been preserved (most commonly on the sandstone members of the Monkton
Formation), the common direction of glacial striations in Charlotte is approximately north–south (350 to 170).
Elsewhere in the Champlain valley these N–S striations clearly cross-cut the NW–SE striations on outcrops where
both sets of striations are preserved. The change in ice sheet flow direction most likely occurred when the ice sheet
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thinned sufficiently that its flow direction was constrained by topography, the north-south Champlain valley
bounded to the west by the Adirondack Mountains and the east by the Green Mountains.
While the Laurentide ice sheet was flowing across the town it deposited a layer of till between the bottom of the
ice and underlying bedrock. This till, referred to as a lodgement till, is very dense, unlayered, and contains sediment
ranging in size from clay to large boulders (Figs 7, 8). The thickness of this till varies considerably across the town
and bedrock outcrops within it are common. Most areas underlain by this till have historically been utilized for wood
lots or pasture.
In some areas water well logs indicate that no till exists above the bedrock and instead lenses of gravel and sand
were deposited on the bedrock surface. These are interpreted to be stream sediments deposited in tunnels beneath the
ice sheet (eskers) or subaqueous fans deposited at the mouth of esker tunnels. These sand and gravel deposits are
overlain by lacustrine silt and clay and younger sediments. None of these deposits have been observed at the surface.
Glacial Lake Vermont
The deglaciation of Vermont, from southeast to northwest, occurred between ~15,500 and ~13,000 years ago
(Ridge, 2008). As the Laurentide ice sheet retreated northward, down the Champlain Valley, meltwater was dammed
by the retreating ice sheet forming Glacial Lake Vermont (Chapman, 1937). Sediments deposited in this lake close
to the ice front (ice-proximal) consist largely of fine sand and silt sourced from subglacial meltwater tunnels (Fig.
5). As the ice sheet retreated farther to the north, the dominant sediments deposited in the lake were rhythmically
bedded silt and clay, interpreted to be seasonal layers (varves). The elevation of Lake Vermont changed several
times during its history, but at the latitude of Charlotte the lake surface ranged between ~190 m (~620 ft) at its highstand to ~140 m (~460 ft) at its low-stand (Rayburn, 2004). During this time, most of Charlotte was underwater
except for Mount Philo, Pease Mountain, Jones Hill, and several other small hills in the eastern part of town.
Terraces developed along the SW side of Mount Philo between 460 and 560 feet and along the SW side of Jones
Mountain at 460 ft (Field site #256) are probably Glacial Lake Vermont beaches consisting of wave-washed till,
sometimes with a thin veneer of sand and gravel.
Approximately 13,800 years ago the ice sheet stopped it’s northward retreat and readvanced to the south, most
likely in response to cooling cycle that may have lasted several hundred years (Larsen, 2001). As the ice sheet
margin advanced southward Glacial Lake Vermont became smaller and the ice sheet overrode sediments that had
recently been deposited in Glacial Lake Vermont. These sediments were compacted by the weight of the overlying
ice sheet, deformed (faulted and folded), and were irregularly mixed with erratics transported by the ice sheet (Fig.
6). This has produced a second, younger till (a “Deformation Till” or “Readvance Till”) that is quite widespread
across the town. Because the sediment the glacier overrode was largely fine-grained lake sediments, this till has a
very high percentage of silt, clay, and sometimes fine sand. Larger pebble, cobble, and boulder sized erratics are
present in this till, but make up a relatively small percentage of its volume compared to the lodgement till described
above.
When the ice sheet resumed its northward retreat, Glacial Lake Vermont again grew in size and lacustrine
sediments were deposited on top of the deformation till.
Champlain Sea
Continued northward retreat of the ice sheet into Québec allowed Glacial Lake Vermont to merge with Glacial
Lake Iroquois (Rayburn et al., 2005). At this point the portion of the lake in the Champlain Valley was small
compared to that part occupying much of the St Lawrence and Lake Ontario valleys. Eventually the ice sheet
retreated far enough to the north for water to drain from this large lake into the Atlantic Ocean through the St
Lawrence River valley. Because the land surface was still isostatically depressed, the Champlain Valley (specifically
the bedrock outlet to the modern Lake Champlain) and much of the St Lawrence lowland was below sea level and
subsequently flooded with seawater forming the Champlain Sea. Cores extracted from Winooski, Vermont show an
abrupt transition between varved freshwater lake sediments and unvarved marine sediments indicating that the
transition from Glacial Lake Vermont to the Champlain Sea was sudden. The ~100 m drop in water level meant that
significant areas that were formerly lake bottom (most of Charlotte) were now exposed to erosion.
At the latitude of Charlotte, the elevation of the Champlain Sea was ~90 m (~295 ft). Many areas below this
elevation (areas between Lake Champlain and Jones Hill, Pease Mountain, and Mount Philo) were blanketed by
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clay, silt, and fine sand, much of it eroded from the now exposed lacustrine sediments recently deposited in Glacial
Lake Vermont. Many of the town residents in this area report beds of shells exposed during excavations. Some of
these shell beds occur in Champlain Sea sediments whereas others occur in areas of glacial till where these mollusks
apparently found these underwater till ridges quite hospitable. Along the LaPlatte River several deposits of sand and
gravel occur at this same elevation of ~90 m (~295 ft). These deposits rest unconformably on the older lacustrine
sediments and are interpreted to be old LaPlatte River alluvium deposited as channel, bar, and flood plain deposits,
or as delta deposits.
Holocene Fluvial Erosion
With the onset of isostatic rebound in northern Vermont relative sea level in the Champlain valley gradually
fell, despite the fact that eustatic sea level was rising as the world’s ice sheets were rapidly melting, i.e. the rate of
uplift exceeded the rate of sea level rise. The transition from salt water to fresh water occurred gradually as
circulation with the open Atlantic ocean became progressively more restricted, but was complete when the northern
end of Lake Champlain isostatically rose above sea level. As relative sea level fell to the modern elevation of Lake
Champlain (~29 m, ~95 ft) shoreline moved westward and large areas that were formerly underwater were exposed,
albeit slowly. Vegetation was well established at this time and it seems likely that few areas were exposed for long
before being colonized.
As relative sea level fell, the LaPlatte River in the north, Lewis Creek in the south, and numerous other small
creeks began incising into the recently deposited Champlain sea sediments and ultimately transporting what was
eroded into Lake Champlain. The gradients on many of these streams, especially where they flow across what was
formerly almost level lake bottom or sea bottom, is low causing these streams to meander across fairly broad areas.
Modern stream alluvium is, therefore, sometimes deposited across fairly broad areas by steams that are relatively
small.
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